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DURATION: 3 HOURS

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as written on your
registration form, and DO NOTwrite your names and index number on additional
answer sheets of paper if provided.

2. Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.

3. There are ten (10) questions in this paper, attempt any four (4| questions of your
choice.

4. Each question carries 25 marks.

5. A11 history questions should be answered in essay form.

5. Use blue or black pen only.
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AtrDMP{f rouR(4, QUESTTOIYS oilLY.

1. Discuss the outcomes of the Industrial revolution in Great Britain
from 1760 to 1890.

2' Examine the causes of wars between revolutiona4r France and the rest
of Europe between l7g3- 1902.

3."without the lzgg French revolution, Napoleon I would have died a
common man". Discuss,

4' Discuss the common characteristics of the 1848 revolutions in Europe.

5- Examine the causes of the crimean war between lg_-54-1gs6.

6. Discuss the stages in the Unification of Italy from lg4g- ]fjla.

7'To what extent did German militarism and the aggressive character of
Kaiser william II cause the first world war between 1914_lgIg?

8' Discuss why the League of Nations failed to preserve peace during the
inter- war period from lg2g- 1939.

9' Examine the factors that contributed to the defeat of the Axis powers

during the Second World war.

1O. Account for the occurrence of the CoId war.
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